
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
systems design. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems design

Operating in a call-center environment responding to customer and branch
from phone and email requests
Maintaining a detailed daily log of all telephone and quote activities
Will be responsible for Validating and System bring-up of SOC chips with high
Speed SERDES
Will be responsible for Post Silicon Validation / Characterization of high
speed memory & Serial interfaces
Review project goals, outcomes, and requirements, identify tasks, assess and
estimate effort to complete
Translate business requirements into technical requirements utilizing
established standards and bringing best practices to ensure high quality data
mapping and technical design deliverables
Interface with Business Analysts, Solution Engineers, Developers and Testers
to ensure requirements are met
Identify requirement gaps and collaborate with the appropriate teams to
ensure timely resolution
Proactively engage with project team to identify and implement process
improvement opportunities to optimize the flow of work and delivery
timelines
Evaluate and provide input into release readiness

Qualifications for systems design

Example of Systems Design Job Description
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Knowledge of relevant manufacturing processes and lightweight, recyclable
and sustainable materials (aluminum preferred)
Experience in DFSS highly preferred
Support a strategic technology project, as aircraft-level or multi- Systems
Integrator to perform an all-inclusive aircraft systems architecture
optimization which will allow for the quantification of sensitivities and impacts
of current and in-development systems
Support the conceptual design of clean sheet and derivative aircraft with
regards to aircraft systems with a focus on electrical, flight controls and
hydraulic systems
Support the development of a tool framework that enables the conceptual
design activities for the Systems Integration group such as


